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	With this fourth edition the book makes its fi rst appearance as an interactive

	ebook. Th is format allows the reader to follow the contents in much the

	same way as they are presented in the courses that I teach at the University

	of Potsdam and elsewhere. During such courses the participants interact

	with the various tools by changing the input parameters of the algorithms

	and exploring the subsequent modifi cations introduced to the graphics.

	Th e spectral analysis of time series is demonstrated not only by examining

	graphics but also by listening to audio examples of signals and noise. Using

	MATLAB to visualize three-dimensional digital terrain models that can be

	rotated interactively helps to understand complex topography much better

	than two dimensional graphics.





	Th is ebook allows the reader to interact with the book in a very similar

	manner. It comes in two diff erent formats, with the fi rst being for Apple iPads

	and Macs (in the form of an .ibooks fi le created with Apple’s iBooks Author

	soft ware) and the second being for other platforms (as a PDF fi le created

	with Adobe InDesign). Th e ebook has been designed to be read in landscape

	mode; it includes movies, galleries, audios and interactive 3D displays, as

	well as reviews at the end of each chapter. Th e movies demonstrate the use

	of graphical user interface tools; they also help to explore the eff ect that

	changing input parameters has on the output of a function and to visualize

	mathematical operations. Galleries are generally used to present a series

	of linked graphics, such as those displaying the various measures of the

	dispersion and shape of a distribution. Audios are used to provide a striking

	representation of signals and noise, as well as the eff ect of fi lters. Interactive

	3D displays allow interactive rotating of digital terrain models and other

	three-dimensional objects. Each chapter ends with a Review (or quiz), which

	tests the reader’s understanding of its content. Th ese interactive media (or

	widgets) can be explored, observed, or listened to (on Macs) using a multitouch

	trackpad or a mouse, or (on iPads) using your fi nger(s), by clicking

	the Play button (to watch movies and to listen to audios), by clicking the

	arrows or swiping left or right (to navigate through a gallery), or by clicking

	and dragging a 3D object to rotate it. Movies, galleries and 3D objects can

	be zoomed to full screen by toggling the full-screen mode in the lower right

	corner (with movies), or by simply clicking on the image (with galleries and

	3D objects).
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International Economics: Theory and Policy (International Edition)Addison Wesley, 2002
At the start of the twenty-first century, international aspects of economics remain as important and controversial as ever. In the last decade alone, major currency and Financial crises have rocked industrializing countries from East Asia to Latin America; countries in Europe have given up their national currencies in favor of a common currency,...
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Fuzzy Logic and Intelligent Systems (International Series in Intelligent Technologies)Springer, 1995
One of the attractions of fuzzy logic is its utility in solving  many real engineering problems. As many have realised, the major  obstacles in building a real intelligent machine involve dealing with  random disturbances, processing large amounts of imprecise data,  interacting with a dynamically changing environment, and coping with  uncertainty....
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Handbook of Computer Vision Algorithms in Image AlgebraCRC Press, 1996
The Second Edition of the best-selling Handbook of Computer Vision Algorithms in Image Algebra, continues to provide an outstanding introduction to Image Algebra. It describes more than 80 fundamental computer vision techniques and introduces the portable iac++ library, which supports image algebra programming in the C++ language. Revisions to...
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Information, Interaction, and AgencySpringer, 2005
Contemporary epistemological and cognitive studies, as well as recent trends in computer science and game theory have revealed an increasingly important and intimate relationship between Information, Interaction, and Agency. Agents perform actions based on the available information and in the presence of other interacting agents. From this...
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30-Second Nutrition: The 50 most significant food-related facts, each explained in half a minuteIvy Press, 2019

	If you only have 30 seconds, there is time – using this book – to bone  up on how to eat well. We’re served a daily diet of food facts, fads and often far-fetched claims for what we put on our plates, which makes it difficult to distinguish healthy from harmful. With obesity, heart disease,...
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Android Game Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2013

	Android game apps are typically the most popular type of Android apps in the various Google Play, Amazon Appstore and other Android app stores. So, beyond the Android game tutorials out there, what about a day-to-day handy and complete code reference for Android game developers?


	Android Game Recipes is your first, reliable...
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